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Layout Prediction
Task:

Predict layout of inside room (with clutter) given 2-D image.



4 steps
1. Predict informative edge maps
2. Detect vanishing points
3. Sample box layouts
4. Rank the layout by ranking-svm



Informative Edge Prediction



Structured Forests were introduced by Dollar [1] for generating contour maps. It 
achieved remarkable performance on BSDS500 segmentation dataset.

Classifier: random forest - 8 trees with depth 64

Features: color, gradient features, location features within 32x32 patches

[1] P. Dollar and C. L. Zitnick. Structured forests for fast edge detection. In ICCV, 2013

Structured Forest Edge Maps





Fully Convolutional Network Edge Maps
Use FCN to predict:

1) Informative edge map: edges of the projected 3D box fitting the room
2) Geometric context labels: five faces and clutter



Fully connected layer  → Fully convolutional layer



Fully connected layer: Linear Weight Matrix = (256*7*7) x 4096

Fully convolutional layer: Convolution Kernel Matrix = (256 x 7 x 7) x 4096





Fully Convolutional Network Edge Maps
1) Use Pre-trained model on NYUDv2 RGBD dataset on segmentation task
2) Discard the layers related to depth feature inputs
3) Labels: five faces and clutter
4) Finetune



Structured Forest vs. FCN



Inference Model



Estimating the Box Orientation

Assumption: 

1) room can be modelled by a box layout
2) most surfaces inside room are aligned with the room directions.

Goal: Estimate a triplet of vanishing points



Estimating the Box Orientation
Approaches: Rother’s algorithm

1) Candidate points are chosen as 
intersection points of all detected 
lines.

2) Rank all triplets using voting 
strategy: 

3) Assign each detected line in the 
image to one of the vanishing 
points - line membership



Adaptive Layout Generation
1) Take informative edge maps as rough estimation
2) Draw uniformly spaced sectors originating from the vanishing points.
3) Rank all resulting sectors by the average informative edge strength and retain 

top K sectors.



Ranking Box Layouts
Among all possible layouts consisting of the sectors, rank the box layouts 
according to how well they fit the ground truth layout.

Given {x1, x2, …, xn} training images, and their layouts {y1, y2, …, yn}, we wish to 
learn a mapping                               that can be used to assign a score to the 
automatically generated candidate layouts for an image, i.e., 

 



Ranking Box Layouts
Score function: 

Features:

1) Informative Edge (IE): <mask of layout y, mask of informative edge maps>
2) Line Membership (LM): 

Ck Lk



Ranking Box Layouts
Score function: 

Features:

1) Informative Edge (IE) edges: <mask of layout y, mask of informative edge 
maps>

2) Line Membership (LM): 

3) Geometric Context (GC): Each line is weighted by the confidence that a line is 
inside or outside an object region



Evaluation
Datasets:



Evaluation
Informative edge prediction:



Evaluation
Layout Estimation Performance:

Error = percentage of pixels whose face identity disagrees with ground-truth.



Results



Future work
1. FCN trained on LSUN
2. Clutter information
3. Instead of post-processing, incorporate the vanishing points and layout 

candidates into FCN training.


